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Statistics:
From a focus on decision (hypothesis testing)

to a focus on description

Statistics
- description
- decision

Statistics
- description
- decisionSDID

Big Data

SDID = Sine-Diagonal Inequality or Disproportionality

A measure of distance between votes and seats



2017

“Thus the book is a rare scientific book
about politics, and should set a
methodological standard for all social
sciences.” (p320)

On statistical significance:

“This can produce valuable insights, but
these so-called “empirical models” are not
really models at all. (...) Every peasant in
Galileo’s time knew the direction in which
things fall - but Galileo felt the need to
predict more than direction.” (p324).

Better look at the effect size.









New approach

For votes and seats:

 for standardised variables the regression coefficient b is also the
correlation R: thus R is more fundamental

 use d = √(1 – R2) as a distance measure

 enhance sensitivity by using √d (take the sqrt a second time)

 resolve issues on District Representation (DR) and Equal /
Proportional Representation (EPR), both on content and
measurement



√R-squared = R = Correlation = Cosine = Projection onto x-axis
3Blue1Brown: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LyGKycYT2v0&feature=youtu.be&t=2m10s



Symmetry for two vectors of equal length



Normalise, take one vector as the x-axis, and project the other onto this



LHS is normalised to 1: the cosine is also the regression coefficient b



Lessons for statistics and education of statistics:

 Measure of association: Cosine = correlation = √R-squared  (known)

 Measure of distance: Sine = √(1 – Cos2)    (not used now)

 Regression: minimisation of the sum of squared errors (known), and
normal distribution of errors for hypothesis testing (known)

 Regression: look at the angle between the vectors, with the cosine as
the projection (known), and describe the disproportionality (new)

 Regression: not only hypothesis testing but also description

 Help political science become a science on votes and seats



Three old measures of the distance between votes and seats. The new
SDID. Shares normalised to 10. S = number of seats.



Traditional distances for votes and seats



ALHID: blue. AID = 10 θ / 90º: yellow. Sine: green. SDID = sgn √Sine: red



Statistical integrity

 Do not distort
 Richter scale: log

Key: information

B is twice as high as A

         
A

B



Three models in descriptive statistics (with errors !)

 w = v / V = share of votes
 z = s / S = share of seats

Regression through the origin (RTO) is better than constant (Pearson).
Traditional ALHID & EGID have no parameter. SDID has b and p.



(Likely) New finding

 Traditional ALHID & EGID divide by 2 to remain in [0, 1]
 Sine & SDID don’t need such adjustment

Derived is this relationship:





District Representation vs Equal / Proportional Representation



Scientific integrity: Are these elections or contests ?



Statistics:
- description
- decision

Political science
on votes & seats
is no science yet

District Representation (DR)
- masked data
- discarded votes
- “represented” by not-voted-for
- proto-democracy

Equal / Proportional Representation (EPR)
- proper meaning of representation
- distance measure ≈ 0 thus better √ (sqrt)

Brexit referendum question

UK disinformation about DR

Statistical integrity

Sine & SDID

Political science
on votes & seats



Conclusions

(1)  SDID can be used as a measure for votes and seats, comparable to
the Richter scale for earthquakes

(2)  Statistics education better inserts a focus on the angle and
trigonometry and Regression through the Origin (RTO), with
descriptive statistics, before looking at the sum of squares with the
framework of hypothesis testing. This fits the shift in Big Data

(3)  Statistics ethics comes to the fore on the issue of providing proper
information: (a) the additional Sqrt in SDID, like the Log in the Richter
scale, (b) the difference between DR and EPR must be described as
what it is: the difference beween contests and elections

(4)  Shugart & Taagepera (2017) make a huge step forward but still
suffer from the confusion about DR and EPR, and still isn’t science


